
CES  2024  Highlights
Tuesday, January 9th - Friday, January 12th

The annual Consumer Electronics Show (CES) in Las Vegas stands as one of the world’s largest 

technology trade events. It serves as a platform for numerous exhibitors to unveil cutting-edge 

products, offering insights into emerging trends in the electronics industry. As we anticipate the 2024 

show, Beyond Design is eager to spotlight some of our favorite picks from the myriad of offering.



Asus presented its first foldable OLED monitor, 
prioritizing portability without compromising 
comfort. Positioned as a flexible tool for mobile 
productivity, the ZenScreen Fold OLED monitor 
features a 17.3-inch screen, perfect for serving as 

a secondary display.

Philips unveils a smart lock with a built-in palm 
scanner, eliminating keys or codes. Unlocking the 
door with a unique palm print, it registers up to 50 
vein patterns, ensuring inclusivity for hands of all 
ages.

Foldable OLED monitor

Wi-Fi Palm Recognition Smart 
Deadbolt
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LG unveiled the world’s first 77-inch wireless 
transparent OLED TV at CES 2024, featuring 
4K resolution and LG’s wireless transmission 
technology for audio and video. The TV, with down-
firing speakers in its base, offers standalone, 
against-the-wall, and wall-mounted options.

Transparent OLED TV



Samsung’s updated Ballie robot now includes 
projector functionality, capable of projecting onto 
various surfaces while navigating your home. 
This AI-equipped robot efficiently handles smart 
home tasks, answers phone calls, and attends to 
your pet’s needs.

Withings enters at-home healthcare with  BeamO,  
introduced  at CES 2024. This compact device 
measures body temperature, blood oxygen 
saturation, and provides medical-grade ECG 

readings. 

Ballie

BeamO
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The AX Visio 10x32 merges exceptional 
SWAROVISION quality with digital intelligence, 
offering AI-supported binoculars. With the touch 
of a button, the identification function assists in 

recognizing birds and various animal species.

AX Visio



 L’Oréal Group showcased a next-generation 
hair drying tool, AirLight Pro. It employs a blend of 
infrared-light technology and wind to nurture hair, 
resulting in visibly smoother and hydrated hair. 

Additionally, it accelerates the drying process.

Flappie, a Swiss start-up is showcasing an 
AI-powered cat door that automatically locks if 
your feline friend attempts to bring in prey from 
outside.

AirLight Pro Hair Dryer

AI Cat door
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An AI-powered robotic head with a sophisticated 
language model and screens mimicking AI-
generated eyes and faces lets users experience 
the presence of a virtual human or a digital 
replica in the physical world.

WeHead GPT
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Clicks has introduced an iPhone case that 
evokes nostalgia, designed to provide a physical 
keyboard when needed. By pulling down the 
top section of the case and sliding your iPhone 
toward the USB-C/Lightning port, the keyboard 

seamlessly connects to your device.

Physical keyboard

The AirVision M1 consists of glasses housing a 
wearable display that projects content from a 
connected phone or computer. Featuring a 1080p 
Micro OLED display with a 57-degree vertical 
perspective field of view, it provides a substantial 
screen experience right in front of your eyes.

AirVision M1

A kitchen countertop appliance allows indoor 
smoking without setting off alarms. Using Active 
Smoke Filtration technology, it incorporates a 
“catalyst system” to produce wood smoke from 
pellets and combines it with an electric heating 

element..

GE Profile Smart Indoor Smoker



The XGIMI Aladdin integrates a Smart Projector, 
surround sound speakers, and a ceiling lamp 
into one device. It projects a 100-inch screen 
from around 6 feet away with 1080p resolution, 
controlled by voice commands. It also includes 
interactive features such as dynamic wallpapers, 
interactive children’s books, and ambient sounds.

This serves as the company’s premier whole-
home backup solution, boasting a robust 7,200W 
power capacity. The company asserts that the 
unit is capable of efficiently powering a three-ton 
central air unit. Additionally, its modular design 
allows users to incorporate up to three units in the 
same home, achieving a cumulative output.

The Eureka Dual Washing Bot, a 4-in-1 device, 
combines a washing machine, dryer, and dual 
robot vacuum and mop. This autonomous 
gadget, with a metallic blue exterior, provides 
self-cleaning convenience, prevents mold with 
self-rinsing and deodorizing, and features a built-

in camera for remote home monitoring. 

Aladdin Projector

Delta Pro Ultra

Dual Washer
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Zoox developed the first autonomous robotaxi that 
is road-permitted. The lack of a driver allows for 
more interior room and a personalized rideshare 
experience set by the passenger making it a 

smooth and comfortable ride in spacious cabin.
 

Robotaxi
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The French startup unveiled a toothbrush 
that requires users to fill the mouthpiece with 
toothpaste, insert the vibrating device into their 
mouth, and spend five to ten seconds per jaw for 
teeth brushing. The electric toothbrush features 
35,000 soft nylon bristles on the brush head.

Belkin has introduced an innovative wireless 
charging dock that has the ability to pivot and 
incline, following your movements around a room. 
The Stand Pro employs motorization to achieve a 
360-degree swivel around its base and can tilt up 

to 90 degrees on the MagSafe arm. 

Electric Mouthpiece

Stand Pro
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Beatbot AquaSense Pro is a smart motorized 
pool-cleaning robot with AI-powered intelligence, 
20 sensors, and 2 filters. It takes autonomous ro-
bots and makes them aquatic, letting them brush 
and clean 100% of your pool for 9.5 hours on a 
10,000mAh lithium battery.

Beatbot AquaSense Pro

The latest bike activates with a smart ring, 
allowing you to power the bike, play music, 
and access tech features, including ChatGPT. 
Communicate directly with ChatGPT through the 
built-in speaker for tasks like exploring new routes, 
getting real-time info, and enjoying entertaining 
conversations..

Fusion e-bike

The Xpeng AeroHT eVTOL Flying Car captures 
attention with its innovative concept, seamlessly 
transitioning between driving and aerial modes 
with foldable propeller arms. While not airborne 
publicly yet, the AeroHT offers a glimpse into the 

potential future of flying cars.

AerHT



The pillow functions by recognizing subtle 
movements associated with snoring. Upon 
identifying snoring, it takes action by adjusting 
the loft and repositioning the sleeper’s head. The 
primary goal extends beyond reducing snoring to 

mitigating the risk of sleep apnea..

Telly, a 55-inch LCD TV, is promoted as “free” with 
a unique cost – users pay with attention instead 
of cash. Besides standard display features, it in-
cludes a built-in soundbar, webcam, and micro-
phone. Notably, it features a 10-inch-tall “Smart 
Screen” beneath the main panel for advertising 
content and information.

Anti Snore Smart Pillow

Free 55” LCD TV
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Hyundai has introduced its latest concept for 
an air taxi, the S-A2, envisioning it as a daily 
transportation solution for urban areas. It aims 
to provide a faster point-to-point travel option 
compared to conventional vehicles like cars or 

buses dealing with traffic congestion.

Air Taxi


